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Permaculture and
a sustainable future
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mallholders and other smallscale, local producers face a
bright and important future.
Time after time the research plays out
to demonstrate that the smaller the
farm, the more efficient and
potentially sustainable it is.

Right now agriculture is facing its biggest
challenges thus far, spiralling energy and feed
costs are pushing profit margins ever tighter
and the market pressure is for ever-bigger,
ever more capital intensive methods of
production. In fact most farmers today are
struggling under a mountain of debt, and if it
wasn’t for something like 50 per cent of the
total EU budget subsidising farming it would
fall flat on its face as an industry. (47 per cent
and 50 billion in 2006).
Government and the Ministry for Agriculture
don’t seem to think this is a problem but I
think anyone with a more holistic outlook and
a concern for long term sustainability should
be deeply concerned by these figures. A
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quick look at the land use section of the
shock and price hikes of the 70’s could easily
ZeroCarbonBritian 2030 report by the Centre
happen again anytime soon, especially if the
for Alternative Technology reveals that CO2
global economy gets out of the slough of
emissions from tillage of soils, methane from
recession, driving the demand for energy. We
ruminant animals and NO2 from nitrate
have to decouple our economic system from
fertilizers make agriculture a significant source
oil use, simply put maybe but one hell of a
of greenhouse gas emissions. Furthermore
challenge and that challenge will be felt
agriculture as we know it is very
especially strongly in the food
dependent on fossil fuel
production and
‘Permaculture is a
derived inputs:
distribution sectors. I
design system which
pesticides, fertilizers
can’t tackle the
originated in Australia and is
and diesel all being
whole sustainability
practiced around the world which transition subject
derived from gas and
models from nature to produce
oil. The UK’s own fossil
in this one short
genuinely sustainable,
fuel reserve in the North
article but I think
Sea is already heavily
most would agree with
productive systems’
depleted and production is
me that things need to
crashing so a continuation of investment
change (UK is signed up to 80 per
in these practices seems at best, unwise.
cent CO2 reduction targets) and regardless of
Peak Oil and energy descent scenarios tell
political view or preference energy prices
us one thing very loudly and clearly …the
remain cripplingly high and set to rise much
future is going to be local. I have no crystal
further, big changes are inevitable.
ball but it seems highly likely that the energy
Permaculture is a design system which
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